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Bacchi and Goodwin's WPR strategy positions official institutions as problematizers who

construct social issues in ways that are solvable by them (16). The "problem representation" of

an issue is a mining site for how a problem is represented and maintained over time, and what

the effects of its representation and maintenance are (17). At McGill, systemic issues are often

brought to the administrators' attention via grassroots organizing; problems are then

undertaken, their activist roots obscured, and their meanings re-represented in a way that

makes their solutions accessible under institutional constraints. Tracing the repetition of

recommendations highlights how problematizations and "solutions" shift over time, with

problems recurring over decades and activists achieving burnout rather than revolution.  

Grassroots work led to a 1990 women's conference called "Breaking the Barriers - A Women's

Action Conference" aimed at gathering data on women's employment at McGill and producing

recommendations (Sheppard and Westphal-Wihl 6). They address the issue of devaluing

diversity in favour of merit, and "that [hiring] committees 'consider and value diversity in a way

that [is] tangible'" (19). This reappears in the 2007 Employment Equity Policy in how the

University should "seek to make reasonable adjustments for differences related to belonging to

a designated group thereby enabling them to compete equally with others".  The same question

of a merit-diversity binary is brought up in the 2017 Employment Equity report which asks: "The

notion that an equity imperative may compete with a commitment to excellence at the

University lingers. How can we engage with and contest this perception in an open and rigorous

way?"
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McGill has a collection of Equity-geared policies and reports which propose

recommendations using Equity principles and language (specifically the words Equity,

Diversity, and Inclusion) with the aim of propelling McGill into 21st Century academic

excellence. Using Ahmed’s thesis of emotions and language, as well as Bacchi and

Goodwin’s "What's the Problem Represented to be?" (WPR) policy analysis tool, McGill's
Equity-related policy shows a pattern of repetition in both language and
recommendations. 

As an institution, McGill intermittently represents itself as neutral ground to be

“diversified”, with token students and community members acting as catalysts towards

its growth, or equity not being a collective responsibility so much as a role assigned to

and localized within an individual. These documents further separate themselves from

the activism which led to their fruition, obscuring years of McGill’s non-response,

performative stalling, or retaliation and allowing the institutions' reaping of rewards

without action.

Research Overview

This word cloud illustrates McGill's Equity-

related word use by size, larger words being

more frequently used than others. This image

prompted the deep dive into how Equity

vocabulary use is applied rather than when it is

and how many times. 

Repetition in Equity-Related Language 

Though Ahmed’s work on institutional language focuses on the words used to characterize

emotions, by tracing how social norms are the product of well-concealed repetition of labels

and (in)actions (12), she links a structure’s cultural “climate” to the language it mobilizes and

how. Recently, McGill took on several principles in order to launch itself into 21st Century

standards of academic excellence and institutional accountability; they use the words Equity,

Diversity, and Inclusion. In mapping this language and their various offshoots in McGill Equity

documents, McGill’s institutional attitude and resulting Equity processes are clarified. 

The Principal’s Task Force on Diversity, Excellence and Community Engagement, where the

word “diverse” is attached to members of the McGill community who are “[depended] on … to

meet new challenges of the twenty-first century”. Here, McGill is labelled as an impartial

institution which must rise to the progressive demands of its time, achieved only through the

prompting of its comparatively-invasive “highly diverse community”.

The Policy on Harassment and Discrimination Prohibited by Law, where the words "Equity" and

"Inclusion" are used in a job title to describe an individual at McGill tasked with the carrying out

of this specific policy's recommendations, as well as other institutional Equity concerns.

Through this, McGill shifts the burden of Equity work to a single token individual rather than

projecting it as a task of the collective University community.
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